BRINGING NEUROLOGY CARE TO ARIZONA'S FOUR-CORNERS REGION

Four times a year, two UA neurologists drive 1,200 miles across Arizona's Four Corners area to deliver clinical expertise to an underserved indigenous population that otherwise would have to do without such specialty care or travel several hours for it to Flagstaff, Phoenix or Tucson.

VIDEOS OF AHSC TEDxTUCSON AND DR. DEAN ORNISH TALKS NOW AVAILABLE ONLINE

If you missed the TEDxTucson Salon 'Mind + Bio-Mechanics + Fertility,’ showcasing AHSC faculty members Charles Raison, MD, David Armstrong, DPM, MD, PhD, and Victoria Maizes, MD, or the recent presentation by Dean Ornish, MD, watch them now.

- 'A Visit To The Human App Store'
- 'Rethinking How We Understand and Treat Depression'
- 'Beyond Organic'
- 'The Power of Lifestyle Changes, Social Networks & Trust'

GOVERNOR SIGNS TELEMEDICINE BILL

CPR PROJECT GETS CLINTON GLOBAL INITIATIVE DESIGNATION
Gov. Jan Brewer participated in a ceremonial signing of Senate Bill 1353, also known as the Telemedicine Reimbursement Parity Act, requiring telemedicine services be covered by health insurance in rural areas of Arizona.

A team of faculty and graduate students from the UA Mel and Enid Zuckerman College of Public Health received a 2013 Hot Shot Award from The Arizona Partnership for Immunization, also known as TAPI.

Kathleen C. Insel, PhD, RN, associate professor at the UA College of Nursing, was appointed by the Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI) to serve on their advisory panel.

The Medication Management Center at the UA College of Pharmacy has been selected to receive a 2013 Pinnacle Award from the American Pharmacists Association Foundation.

The UA College of Nursing has received a $1.45 million grant from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services for Health 360 South, an...
Centered Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI) to serve on its newly established stakeholder Advisory Panel on Assessment of Prevention, Diagnosis and Treatment Options.

**Dr. Weinstein Inducted into USDLA Hall of Fame**

Ronald S. Weinstein, MD, founder and director of the UA's Arizona Telemedicine Program, has been inducted into the U.S. Distance Learning Association Hall of Fame.

**UA Valley Fever Center Receives $150,000 Grant**

The Arizona Community Foundation has awarded a three-year, $150,000 grant to the UA Valley Fever Center for Excellence at St. Joseph's Hospital and Medical Center to fund programs that raise awareness about the disease, improve physician training, assist in the coordination of care for patients and improve access to specialty care for children.